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Are you a decision maker
who wants to learn about circular economy?
Then this HSSMI Bootcamp is for you. Our subject matter experts in circular economy will explain
how circular economy principles can be applied in complex environments, aiming to make your
business more proﬁtable, innovative, and environmentally sustainable.

The Bootcamp will cover:
Developing roadmaps to accelerate circular beneﬁts for your business
Access to the exclusive HSSMI Circular Economy Network
Circular economy in complex and high risk environments
Access to a library of reports and further CE content
Diagnostic circular economy readiness assessment
Focus on manufacturing and other industries
Opportunity to network

Why have we created the Circular Economy Maturity Assessment?
Adapting to and implementing circular economy principles requires systemic thinking. HSSMI
recognises that there is a lack of support and information aligned to the industry standards for
circular economy. This tool addresses the gap and supports decision makers within businesses.

More information

Savina Venkova
Circular Economy Manager
savina.venkova@hssmi.org
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“

This is an excellent, well presented and well structured workshop... The introduction is professional
and thought provoking. Even better though are the case studies which add depth and colour. The
level of audience participation is pitched just at the right level.

”

Dr Andrew Nurse | Construction Scotland Innovation Centre

What is it?
The Circular Economy Maturity Assessment (CEMA) is a business self assessment tool
developed by HSSMI. It allows businesses that are considering the adoption of circular economy
principles to assess their capability and readiness to do so.
Circular Economy Readiness
Themes

Questions

Systems
Thinking

Is systems thinking evident
within your organisation?

Innovation

How strong is the innovation
culture in your organisation?

Stewardship

Does your organisation
consider the environmental
and social risks and
opportunities associated
with resource management?

Value
Optimisation

How does your
organisation approach
value optimisation?

Transparency

How transparent is your
organisation in sharing
information on resource
management?
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